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ried out in [1] and [12] for exponentially decayorthogonal spline wavelets, in [5] and [15] for com-pactly supported spline pre-wavelets and in [6] forbiorthogonal spline wavelets.As in the many areas of mathematics and itsapplications when moving from univariate to mul-tivariate theory, the study of wavelets did not andshould not stop at tensor product wavelets. Theconstruction of spline wavelets in multivariate set-ting is more challenging than its univariate coun-terpart. For example, it is more di�cult to con-struct compactly supported dual re�nable func-tions for a given box spline.There are many papers on multivariate splinewavelet theory and constructions in the literature;in particular on fast decay orthogonal spline wave-lets and compactly supported spline pre-wavelets.We list here a few of them for the interested reader:[2], [4], [11], [15], [14], [16], [17], and referencescited in these papers for the further references.Compactly supported tight a�ne spline frames,which are very close to the compactly supportedorthogonal wavelets, were constructed from box



splines in [21], [22] and [8]. The construction offrames was based on the theory established in [21].An example of bivariate biorthogonal splinewavelets from piecewise linear polynomial with itsdual in L2(IR2) is constructed in [7]. However,there are few constructions of compactly supportedbiorthogonal spline wavelets for several dimensions.The recent work of [10] provides a general methodto construct biorthogonal wavelets for several di-mensions. As we will see in Section 2, this methodcombining with the numerical method provided in[18] for constructions of compactly supported in-terpolatory re�nable functions is applied to leadto a construction of compactly supported dual re-�nable functions with required smoothness orderfor an arbitrary given box spline.2 Constructions of dual re�n-able functions2.1 General IdeasLet H be a Hilbert space and X � H be a se-quence from H. De�neT : D � `2(X)! H by Ta = Xx2X a(x)x;where T is de�ned at least on the linear space of�nitely supported sequences, `0(X). If T is boundedon `2(X), then X is a Bessel sequence of H. If Tbounded and has a bounded inverse, then X is aRiesz sequence of H. If ran(T ) is dense in H, thenX is fundamental. A fundamental Riesz sequenceof H is called a Riesz basis of H. The adjoint mapof the map T is the mappingT � : H ! `2(X) by T �h = (hx; hi)x2X :The sequence X is a Riesz basis of H if and only ifT � is a bounded operator from H onto `2(X) witha bounded inverse (see e.g. [19]). A function � is

called stable, when its shifts, f�(���)�2ZZsg, forma Riesz basis of the closed shift invariant subspaceof L2(IRs) generated by �.We construct two compactly supported re�n-able functions � and �d in L2(IRs) such that theset of functions f�(���)g�2ZZs forms a Riesz basisof S(�) = spanf�(� � �) : � 2 ZZsgand the set of functions f�d(� � �)g�2ZZs forms aRiesz basis ofS(�d) := spanf�d(� � �) : � 2 ZZsg:Furthermore, we require(1) h�; �d(� � �)i = ��; � 2 ZZs;where �� is the usual delta sequence, �� = 1 if� = 0 and �� = 0 otherwise. Then � and �d aresaid to form a dual Riesz basis pair.The L2(IRs) functions � and �d are re�nablemeans that there are sequences m and md suchthat � = 2s X�2ZZsm(�)�(2 � ��)and �d = 2s X�2ZZsmd(�)�(2 � ��):The sequencesm andmd are the re�nement masksfor � and �d respectively. In terms of the Fouriertransform, we haveb�(2�) =M b�; b�d(2�) =Mdb�d;where M and Md are the symbols of the re�ne-ment masksM = X�2ZZsm(�) exp(�i� � )and Md = X�2ZZsmd(�) exp(�i� � ):Suppose � and �d are compactly supportedand in L2(IRs), then the conditions that � and �d



are stable and that they satisfy (1) (see e.g. [19])are equivalent to(2) X�22�ZZs b�(! + �)c�d(! + �) = 1; ! 2 TTs:Let ' = � � �d(��). Then, (2) is equivalent to'(�) = ��; � 2 ZZs:When (1) holds, the mask symbolsM andMdmust satisfy the following necessary condition:(3) X�2ZZs2M(! + ��)Md(! + ��) = 1;where ZZs2 = f0; 1gs is the set of all s-tuples of 0'sand 1's, which can also be identi�ed with ZZs=2ZZs.In our construction, we pick � to be a stablebox spline and �d be a stable box spline convolvedwith a distribution. The box spline part of �d willprovide a certain smoothness and the distributionpart will be chosen so that (3) holds.A box spline is de�ned for a given s�n matrix� of full rank with integer entries. The Fouriertransform of the box spline for the matrix � is(4) bB�(!) := 2s�nY�2� 1� exp(�i�!)i�! :Here a comment on notation is in order. The di-rection matrix is treated as a (multi)-set of itscolumns. Moreover, �! for two vectors from IRswill mean their dot product. Thus, the productruns over the columns of the matrix � and is complex-valued. The basic facts and much of the nota-tion concerning box splines are taken from [3]; thereader is referred to [3] for the appropriate refer-ences. In particular, for the bivariate case, stablebox splines based on the matrix �n1;n2;n3 consistsof the three columns [1; 0]T , [0; 1]T and [1; 1]T ap-pearing with multiplicities n1, n2, and n3 respec-tively. For simplicity of notation, we describe thebox splines by a triple subscript corresponding tothe multiplicities.

The (total) degree of the polynomial pieces ofthe box spline does not exceed n� s. The supportof the box spline is the polyhedron�[0 : :1]n := fx : x =X�2� t��; 0 � t� � 1gwhere [0 : :1]n is the n-cube and the summationruns over the columns of the matrix �. Finally,the box spline belongs to Cr(IRs) where r + 2 isthe minimum number of columns that can be dis-carded from � to obtain a matrix of rank < s.A box spline B� satis�es the re�nement equa-tion B� = 2s X�2ZZsm�(�)B�(2 � ��);where(5) M�(!) := X�2ZZsm�(�) exp(�i�!)w = Y�2� 1 + exp(�iy�)2 :There is an easily checked criterion for whenthe shifts of a box spline form a Riesz basis; namely,when the direction set � is a unimodular matrix(all bases of columns from � have determinant�1). The last condition is equivalent to there beingno ! 2 IRs at which all of the functions bB(!+2�j),j 2 ZZs, vanish. The latter fact in turn impliesthe following result whose proof can be found inProposition (1.11) of [18].Proposition6. If the direction matrix � de�ningthe box spline B = B� is unimodular, then Lau-rent polynomials in the setnM�(z2) := Xj2ZZsm�(�+ 2j)z2j : � 2 ZZs2ohave no common zeros in (Cnf0g)s.We shall use this Proposition to �nd candi-dates forMd that satisfy (3). Suppose that � = B�



with the re�nement mask symbol M = M�. LetMd := M�0Q, where M�0 is the re�nement masksymbol of a box spline B�0 and Q is to be cho-sen so that (3) holds. De�ne M�[�0 := M�M�0 =P�2ZZs m�[�0(�) exp(�i��) andM�(z2) := Xj2ZZsm�[�0(�+ 2j)z2j : � 2 ZZs2:Then the Laurent polynomials in the set fM� :� 2 ZZs2g have no common zeros in (Cnf0g)s, ifB� and B0� are stable box splines.By Hilbert's Nullstellungsatz, there exist Lau-rent polynomials Q� such that(7)X�2ZZs2M�(z2)Q�(z2) = 2�sz2�; for any � 2 INs:We set Q :=P�2ZZs2 z��Q�(z2) and de�ne(8) Md(!) = exp(i2!�)Q(exp(�i!))M�0(!):Then (3) is satis�ed (the proof can be modi�edfrom the corresponding proof of [18]).2.2 Numerical MethodThe preceding subsection outlines a numericalconstruction of the mask to meet the necessarycondition (3). The procedure is as follows:� Start with a stable box spline B� with masksymbolM�. Choose another stable box splineB�0 with mask symbol M�0 , and form themask M�[�0 of stable re�nable box splineB�[�0 = B� �B�0 :� The polynomials M�, � 2 ZZs2, correspondingto B�[�0 have no common zeros on (Cnf0g)sby Proposition 6.� Find polynomials Q�, � 2 ZZs2, such that (7)holds, and de�ne Md by (8).

� Finally, the Fourier transform of �d is givenin the usual way by in�nite productb�d := 1Yk=1Md(2�k � ):Since any box spline can be written as a con-volution of two box splines by disjointly decompos-ing the columns into two sets of columns, B�[�0 =B� �B�0 , the current construction can be reducedto the construction of multivariate interpolationsubdivision schemes as carried out in [18]. In [18],we presented an algorithmic method for the twodimensional case in detail and provided severalexamples. Hence, this method can be carried outdirectly to derive dual re�nable functions numeri-cally for a given box spline.Example 9. Let ' be the re�nable function cor-responding to the re�nement mask(10)ba(!) =� cos �!12 � cos �!22 � cos �!1 + !22 ��2��5� cos(!1)� cos(!2)� cos(!1 + !2)�=2:Then, the mask de�nes an interpolatory subdivi-sion scheme (see [18]), i.e., ' satis�es(11) '(�) = ��; � 2 ZZ2:Let � = B1;1;1, centered (piecewise linear) boxspline, then � is re�nable with its maskM(!) = cos �!12 � cos �!22 � cos �!1 + !22 �Let �d := �1j=1cMd(!=2j);whereMd =� cos �!12 � cos �!22 � cos �!1 + !22 ����5� cos(!1)� cos(!2)� cos(!1 + !2)�=2:Then, it can be proved that �d 2 L2(IR2) and ' =� � �d(��). Hence, �d is a re�nable dual functionof the centered box spline B1;1;1.



Finally, we remark that the smoothness of are�nable function can be estimated by a smooth-ness criterion in terms of the re�nement mask, es-tablished in [18]. For example, ' is estimated ofL1 regularity component 2 and �d of L2 regular-ity component 0.4077.2.3 General MethodThe numerical method discussed in the last sub-section is very e�cient to construct dual re�nablefunctions with a low smoothness order for a givenbox spline. In this subsection, we apply the gen-eral constructions of [10] to derive dual re�nablefunctions with an arbitrary high smoothness fora given (high order) box spline to obtain smoothwavelets. There are several constructions given in[10] for the multi-dimensional case. In this section,we use one of them to obtain a construction forthe bivariate case. The interested readers shouldconsult [10] to derive some other constructions fortheir applications.Let ba be the mask given in Example 9. De�nea sequence of masks bak, k = 0; 1; : : : inductively asfollows:(i) Set ba0 = ba.(ii ) For bak, set P = bak and de�ne(12)bak+1 =P 20 (P 20 + 4P0(P1 + P2 + P3)+12(P1P2 + P2P3 + P1P3)+ 3(P 21 + P 22 + P 23 ) + 24P1P2P3�;whereP0 = P; P1(!) = P (! + �(0; 1));P2(!) = P (! + �(1; 0));P3(!) = P (! + �(1; 1)):Applying the theory of [10], one can show thatfor each bak, the corresponding re�nable function'k satis�es 'k(�) = ��: � 2 ZZ2:

The order of the smoothness of 'k goes to in�nityas k does.Since ' is a convolution of the centered boxsplineM2;2;2 with a distribution, the function 'k isa convolution of a box spline B2k+1;2k+1;2k+1 witha distribution. The mask bak of 'k has the formbak =M2k;2k;2kQk;whereM2k;2k;2k(!) =� cos �!12 � cos �!22 � cos �!1 + !22 ��2k ;the mask of centered box spline B2k;2k;2k and Qkis the mask of some distribution.We remark that the starting function ' can beany interpolatory re�nable functions constructedin [18].For a given box spline Br;r;r, one �rst choosesa mask bak with 2k > r whose corresponding re-�nable function 'k has a su�cient order of thesmoothness. Let �dk be the re�nable function cor-responding to the maskM2k�r;2k�r;2k�rQk. Then,' = Br;r;r � �d(��). Hence, �dk is a dual of Br;r;rwhenever �dk 2 L2(IR2). In fact, the order of thesmoothness of �dk can reach arbitrary high by choos-ing su�cient large k.The extension of the above method to themore general box spline Br1;r2;r3 is straightfor-ward. One merely needs to insert a proper exp(i � =2)into the de�nition of various masks.The construction of wavelets from a given pairof dual re�nable functions are given in [19].References[1] Battle, G., A block spin construction of on-delettes. Part I: Lemarie Functions, Commu-nications Math. Phys., Vol. 110, 1987, pp. 601{615.[2] de Boor, C., R. DeVore, and A. Ron, On theconstruction of multivariate (pre) wavelets,Constr.Approx., Vol. 9, 1993, pp. 123{166.[3] de Boor, C., K. H�ollig and S.D. Riemenschnei-der, Box Splines, Springer Verlag, New York,1993.
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